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Online environment for data acquisition from car sensors

Abstract: Modern cars are equipped with plenty of electronic devices called electronic control units
(ECUs). They collect diagnostic data from a car’s components to control their work, assess the quality
of their work, and detect defects. Regardless of the development of onboard computers, only a small
amount of information is passed on to the driver. This paper describes how to build a data-collecting
environment for real-data acquisition from a car. The system (whose components include an Android-
-based smartphone and Torque PRO application) is able to send data via the Internet to a chosen server in
real time. The collected data can be further analyzed both online and offline.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, the car industry equips cars with plenty of electronic control units (ECUs). An
ECU is any embedded system that controls one or more of the electrical systems in a vehicle.
Developed in 1983, a controller area network (CAN bus) [1] is used for communication
between ECUs. On-board diagnostics (OBD [2]) is used in modern cars for diagnostic purposes.
This has been a mandatory part of automotive equipment since 1996 in the USA, since 2001
in the EU, and since 2002 in Poland. The OBD device is connected to the CAN bus, enabling
us to read a variety of automotive parameters. Modern cars equipped with onboard computers
communicate only selected information to the driver – access to most of the available data is
limited to specialized service stations.

This paper deals with the problem of data acquisition from a car’s ECU and preparing
it for further exploration with data-mining techniques. We propose a system that consists of
three major components: data acquisition, automated log collection, and persistent storage
with presentation tools. This system was built with the intention of keeping limited financial
resources in mind; its components include an Android-based smartphone, the Torque PRO
application, and the Akka HTTP framework. The presented approach is able to capture a live
stream of data from a car and store it without unduly influencing the driver. As a result, it is
possible to collect a real data set that can be analyzed with data-mining algorithms [3].
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The considered data-acquisition system was tested using a 2009 Hyundai i30 vehicle
with a 1.6-liter turbo diesel engine. Although such a car can produce a high volume of data
every second, we were able to capture the data, send it to a server, and store it in a database
system with no significant delays.

Preliminary information about the acquisition system was presented in two conference
papers [4] and [5]. This article contains a more-detailed description of the data acquisition
environment and is an extended version of [5] to some extent.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 deals with the architecture of the data-
-acquisition system. Selected data obtained from the Hyundai vehicle is presented in Section 3.
A short summary is provided in the final section.

2. Data-acquisition system architecture

The system for data acquisition must work online while a car is working. Moreover, the
system cannot require interaction with the driver. We decided to use the following hardware
components:

– Xiaomi Redmi 4X – Android-based smartphone,
– ELM372 OBD2 – Bluetooth OBD2 interface.

The set is extended with an HTTP server that is crucial for data processing. The main
architectural parts of the considered system are presented in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Data-acquisition system architecture

Torque is an Android application that collects live data from a car – it uses an OBD2
Bluetooth device to which the application is connected. Torque is able to send data over the
Internet to an external server. By default, it sends the data to a Torque developers’ web server,
which has an online lookup panel. In the application options, it is possible to override the
target URL with a customized one. No documentation is provided for the communication
protocol. In order to implement a custom server, the protocol was reverse engineered. This
process required multiple steps. We started with an instance of the server that logged each
incoming request to a file and collected sample logs.
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Then, each URI (uniform resource identifier) parameter was analyzed to decode its mean-
ing. Each parameter encodes a key-value pair. We used the rather cursory documentation for
Torque plug-in developers to guess the meaning of some parameters. OBD2 PIDs are usually
presented in the hexadecimal format, and Torque developers follow the same convention. Some
parameters mentioned on the website [6] are similar to those that are sent to the server. This
allowed us to determine that k means 0x in hexadecimal encoding. For instance, kc actually
is 0x0c – based on the OBD2 PID list [7], this means the engine’s revolutions-per-minute
descriptor.

Moreover, it is possible to guess the meaning of some key-value pairs:

– eml – email address,
– v – version,
– session – milliseconds (since January 1, 1970, UTC identifies when the measurements

are started),
– id – session identifier (after a broad analysis, it turned out to be string representation of

a UUID with a stripped “-”),
– time – milliseconds (since January 1, 1970, UTC identifies a single measurement’s precise

measure time.

For testing purposes, we developed a script that parses log files and makes fake server
calls. After the testing procedure, we found out that there are still unknown parameters not
mentioned in the Torque documentation nor on the OBD2 PID list. Inspecting the Torque
directory on the Android smartphone revealed a text file torqueConf.dat. A snippet of the file
is shown in Listing 1.

Listing 1: Snippet of torqueConf.dat file

log_pid19 = 16732675
log_fullName9 = Acceleration Sensor(X axis)
log_pid18 = 16732674
log_fullName8 = Acceleration Sensor(Total)

Having analyzed the torqueConf.dat file’s content, it was clear that very high integer
numbers (such as 16732675 or 16732674) are in fact PIDs. This is because Torque stores
custom PIDs in decimal form, which is different from what can be found in the official
documentation. The next step was to convert all of the missing PIDs from hexadecimal
numbers to decimal ones.

Having done this, the torqueConf.dat file was used as a lookup. This configuration file
has a key-value structure. A decimal PID number is a value that means that part of a key has
an internal ID of a measured value. For example, PID kff5203 is 0xff5203 (hexadecimal)
and 16732675 (decimal). Value 16732675 is pointed out by key log_pid19. This indicates an
internal ID (which is 19). Following the pattern, log_fullName19 indicates the description of
a measurement. In this example, it means liters per 100 kilometers (long-term average).
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Using this technique, the following PIDs were decoded:

– kff126b – remaining fuel calculated,
– kff126a – distance to empty,
– kff1273 – engine kW at wheels,
– kff1272 – average trip speed,
– kff1271 – fuel used on current trip,
– kff125d – fuel flow rate per hour,
– kff129a – android device battery level,
– kff1204 – trip distance,
– kff1267 – GPS bearings,
– kff1266 – trip time since start of journey,
– kff1269 – volumetric efficiency calculated,
– kff1268 – trip time while moving,
– kff5203 – liters per 100 kilometers,
– kff5202 – kilometers per liter,
– kff5201 – miles per gallon.

The presented reverse engineering of Torque was necessary to understand the data
collected from OBD2. To cope with the high load generated by the live data uploaded from
Torque, it was necessary to include an HTTP server into the system. We decided to use
the Akka HTTP framework [8]. According to the documentation, it is advised to use high-
throughput middleware.Torque uses a URI to send the recorded parameters. Listing 2 presents
a Torque URI example.

Listing 2: Torque URI example

?eml=bartekviper@gmail.com& kff1273 =6.591945&
v=8& kff1225 =17.75426&
session =1521995741941& kff1238 =14.1&
id=80 c9065bff55006e9f5f3d4f8d9456ae& k42 =14.349&
time =1521996644906& k4 =0.0&
kff1005 =19.96196812& kc =2257.0&
kff1006 =50.08527848& k21 =0.0&
kff1001 =27.504& k31 =65535.0&
kff1007 =275.4& kff126b =40.63311&
kff129a =41.0& kff126a =692.2412&
k2d =99.21875& kff1204 =4.1081877&
k33 =98.0& k10 =38.25&
kb =128.0& kff1001 =27.504&
k23 =36700.0& kd =32.0&
kff1267 =232.387& kff1237 =1.4079971&
kff1268 =577.541& kff123a =14.0&
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kff1266 =809.0& k2c =4.7058825&
kff1239 =6.068& k46 =12.0&
kff1269 =92.0& kf =26.0&
kff1005 =19.96196812& k5 =84.0&
kff1006 =50.08527848& kff1202 =4.3511324&
kff123b =275.4& kff1206 =3.6139567&
kff1203 =2.646776& kff1010 =250.0&
kff5202 =5.7647285& kff1271 =1.5658529&
kff5203 =17.34651& kff125d =13.979028&
kff1201 =7.4767685& kff125a =232.9838&
kff5201 =16.284544& kff1272 =21.435392&
kff1226 =8.839944& kff1208 =27.669928

Due to some problems with handling the long URIs, we defined a custom Akka dispatcher.
The server only accepts GET requests.

Apart from storing new data in the database, the HTTP server it also produces new records
on the message queue. In order to achieve a high throughput, the Apache Kafka streaming
platform is used [9]. It is composed of three main parts: producer, consumer, and topic. Topic
is essentially a message queue. A new message is stored with an associated key. The key
can be null, which means that there are no messages. It can be used to arrange messages
logically and determine to which partition each message belongs to if a distributed mode is
enabled. Each partition has its own message ordering based on keys. Producer is an element
that publishes new messages to a topic. It sets the message content and associates a key with
it. Consumer reads messages from the topic. Everyone is a member of the consumer group.
A message is consumed once in a single consumer group. Each consumer has an offset that
determines which messages were read and which are about to be read.

The HTTP server produces messages to a single topic called raw_car_data. Each mea-
surement type (e.g., engine coolant temperature) is published with an individual key. Each
published message is stored using the JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format. A message
example is presented in listing 3.

Listing 3: Message example (JSON format)

{ "timestamp": 1531427308000 ,
"session": "2018 -07 -12 T22 :28:28+02:00",
"id": "05d90cdf -b2f6 -45d9 -aafe -ffb96da96562",
"name": "gps -bearing",
"value": 51.0 }

The meaning of the record fields is as follows:
– timestamp – milliseconds since January 1, 1970,
– session – ISO 8601 format date and time,
– id – unique session identifier,
– name – parameter name,
– value – parameter value.
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Finally, the collected data is stored in an InfluxDB time series database. InfluxDB is
a NoSQL database. The data is stored in a structure called measurement. Each record has
a key that is a timestamp of a measurement as well as fields that contain values and tags. Each
measured parameter is stored in a different measurement. The session identifier is associated
to every record as a tag, which allows such aggregations as averages.

3. Data set

The presented system was successfully used to collect real data from the Hyundai i30.
The data set consisted of 44 hours of driving time. During each test drive, live data is obtained
every second using OBD2. Then, a row is saved to a CSV file and uploaded to the server.
A sample record is presented in listing 4. It contains the header of the file along with first line
of data. In most cases, the name of the attribute describes its meaning quite well. GPS Time
is the time based on GPS satellites, while Device Time is the smartphone-based time. G(x),
G(y), and G(z) denote acceleration in the x, y, and z axes, respectively. G(calibrated) denotes
the combined G value.

Missing information is represented as “-”; this may happen either when the OBD2 reader
is plugged in but the engine is not running or when the given information is unavailable. Some
values are primary and read directly from an ECU, but others are calculated by the Torque
OBD. For example, both EGR values come from an ECU, but the GPS speed is calculated
based on the GPS sensor in the smartphone.

Listing 4: Example data record

GPS Time , Wed Dec 27 20:58:49 GMT +01:00
2017

Device Time , 27-gru -2017 20:58:48.388
Longitude , 20.4570165
Latitude , 50.80177848
GPS Speed (meters/second), 8.24
Horizontal Dilution of Precision , 3.0
Altitude , 318.0
Bearing , 109.7
G(x), 0.86602783
G(y), 7.83947754
G(z), 4.78611755
G(calibrated), 0.00805598
EGR Error(%), -
Barometric Pressure (from vehicle)(psi), -
Intake Manifold Pressure(psi), 15.37400055
Fuel Rail Pressure(psi), -
Run Time since Engine Start(s), -
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Trip Time(while stationary)(s), 0
Trip Time(while moving)(s), 0
Trip Time(since journey start)(s), 0
GPS Bearing(◦), 109.69999695
Timing Advance(◦), -
Liters Per 100 Kilometer(Instant)(l/100km), -
Horsepower (at the wheels)(hp), -
Engine kW (at the wheels)(kW), -
Torque(Nm), -
Voltage (OBD adapter)(V), -
Voltage (control module)(V), -
Engine Load(%), -
Engine RPM(rpm), -
Distance Travelled with MIL/CEL Lit(km), -
Distance Travelled since Codes Cleared(km), -
Percentage of City Driving(%), 100
Percentage of Highway Driving(%), 0
Percentage at Idle(%), 0
Trip Distance(km), -
Trip Distance (stored in vehicle profile)(km), 491.32943726
Mass Air Flow Rate(g/s), 17.04999924
Speed (OBD)(km/h), -
EGR Commanded(%), -
Ambient Air Temp(◦C), -
Intake Air Temperature(◦C), -
Engine Coolant Temperature(◦C), 68
Turbo Boost & Vacuum Gauge(psi), 0.67400074
Trip Average KPL(kpl), -
Trip Average Liters /100 KM(l/100km) -

To illustrate the quality of the collected data, let us focus on selected attributes. The
engine coolant temperature is the only measure available in this car, which allows us to obtain
the engine block temperature (more or less). Figure 2 presents the value of the attribute for
a selected drive. Some cars have oil temperature gauges as well, but the test car is not equipped
with such a sensor. The engine temperature influences fuel consumption (apart from many
other factors, like driving style). Figure 3 represents the average fuel consumption during a test
drive.

Other important information that can be read from OBD2 is the vehicle speed (an example
plot is shown in Fig. 4). There are two values available – one is calculated based on the GPS
position, and the other is received directly from an ECU. These two values may differ because
OBD2 estimates the speed from the wheel speed (which is dependent on tire size). These
values are often inconsistent.
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Fig. 2. Engine coolant temperature
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Fig. 4. Instant speed

4. Conclusion

The paper presents an online system for collecting sensor data directly from a car’s ECUs.
With the use of a piece of hardware, a smartphone, and an HTTP server, it is possible to
gather holistic information on how your car is working. It should be underlined that the system
components are quite inexpensive. The approach requires neither specialized software nor
hardware. What is more, the developed web server allows us to handle multiple test drives at
the same time, so scaling requires one smartphone and one OBD2 reader per car. The system
can also be extended by on-the-fly big-data processing. This resulted in a scalable and flexible
solution with an extremely low price.

The described data-acquisition system can be used to obtain a real data setfor further
analysis with data-mining algorithms. We are working on a system that will allow us to detect
defects in the work of selected car components based on the collected data. Moreover, we
want to build a system the assesses driving style in terms of driving efficiency.
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Środowisko on-line do akwizycji danych z sensorów samochodowych

Streszczenie: Współczesne samochody wyposażone są w dużą liczbę urządzeń elektronicznych
określanych jako ECU (Electronic Control Units). Ich zadaniem jest pozyskiwanie danych diagnosty-
cznych z podzespołów samochodu w celu kontroli ich pracy, ocena jakości pracy tych podzespołów
i detekcja usterek. Mimo rozwoju komputerów pokładowych tylko niewielka ilość informacji pozyski-
wanych z ECU jest przekazywana kierowcy. W artykule pokazano, jak można zbudować środowisko
do pozyskiwania danych z samochodu. System, którego komponentami są m.in. smartfon z systemem
Android i aplikacja Torque PRO, jest w stanie przesyłać dane do wybranego serwera przez Internet
w czasie rzeczywistym. Zebrane dane można następnie analizować on-line lub off-line.

Słowa kluczowe: sensory, motoryzacja, system akwizycji danych, aplikacja Torque PRO
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